Getting To Know
GSX

Introduction
Gold Secured Currency (GSX):
GSX is a token backed by assets through a trust, including alluvial gold mining and other base mineral
mines, in addition to mineral rights to the land. Other products will also be included in the trust to
create income supporting the GSX token and continuing its maintenance. The sales from GSX will
fuel the investments that will allow businesses to be purchased, started, and run to add value to the
trust. This trust is used in conjunction with aspects of a traditional cryptocurrency to result in GSX
being a unique combination of a stable coin and a traditional cryptocurrency.
GSX utilizes both aspects to maintain a value that is backed by physical assets in its asset trust and
that can grow in the same way as other traditional cryptocurrencies. Utilizing the Apollo blockchain
that boasts extremely quick transaction speeds (sub-2 seconds), GSX is a token able to facilitate
quick transactions for everyday use in various marketplaces.
GSX is aimed at long-term sustainable growth for investors, as well as offering a stable value suitable
for use in rapid transactions as an actual currency.

Moving Forward
Projects Moving Forward

Ensuring Long-Term Coin Value

We are working hard to finalize deals to add
new mines and obtain new land. We have at
least half a dozen projects that we are actively
pursuing and some of them are truly enormous
projects. Negotiations and initiatives for these
various projects are currently taking place in 4
different countries in Southern Africa. These
projects include gold shaft mines, nickel ore
projects, tantalum projects, and rare earth
metals.

We are working tirelessly on various projects,
from mining ores and gold, equipment,
industrial, commercial and SCZ zones with
governments. The most exciting part is that
most of the projects that we are pursuing
have billions of minerals in the land waiting
to be extracted! Through these projects, we
aim to turn GSX into a long-term investment,
where holders have the assurance that
their investment is growing at a stable and
sustainable pace. Through the growth of
GSX, we want to provide other economies
the opportunity to grow their infrastructure
with our rapid-transaction capabilities and
the stable value associated with GSX. This
will be achieved by simplifying GSX in such
a way that countries which are in desperate
need of a sustainable financial currency will
be able to utilize GSX.

Advantages of GSX
The main advantage of GSX is that it is backed
by an asset trust, meaning that if something
were to happen, all the assets and mineral
rights would be liquidated and go to the trust,
which is then distributed to all of the GSX
holders. In addition, profits generated from
the investments create an infrastructure to
support GSX. GSX is in the process of being
developed into an actual currency, meaning
that it will be used in the day-to-day purchases
in the marketplace.

Long-Term Cryptocurrencies
Differentiation

Asset Trust improves Investment
Security

The main aspect that sets GSX ahead of other
existing cryptocurrencies is that it is backed
by an asset trust. GSX also runs on the Apollo
Blockchain, which means that it will always be
under two seconds because of its advanced
database sharding. This means GSX has the
needed technology to maintain and advance its
use cases whereas other cryptocurrencies will
bloat and get so large that they won’t be able to
be used in a marketplace and will only be able
to be used as an investment. GSX, therefore,
has the potential for wide adoption and in the
long run, it could be used as a marketplace
currency to power global economies. GSX is
also constantly reinvesting profits to acquire
more assets for the asset trust to maintain and
grow GSX’s minimum asset value.

The use of an asset trust ensures that GSX’s
value will never collapse to zero, you will always
have the money that was used to buy GSX
and the investments will always ensure that
GSX has value.

Long-Term GSX Coin
It is interpreted as a long-term coin because
as the revenue-generating investments that
we make into the asset trust continue to grow,
we can utilize the money made from them to
operate at a higher profit and reinvest into more
assets. This way we can have sustainable asset
growth for the trust and GSX holders. The trust
is being used in a way that actually augments
the token like no other cryptocurrency, so we
are looking to be continually growing our assets
and investments in the long-term. The longer
we operate, the larger and more valuable the
asset trust and the more value we add to GSX
that holders benefit from.

Social Responsibility
GSX invests in communities and strives to
help those in need. This includes feeding
programs, orphanages, job creation, medical
and education assistance. We will be setting
up humanitarian aid in the countries we will
be operating in and other countries with the
need as well.
We are committed to paying comfortable living
wages in communities where others would
exploit workers, many of which barely make
enough to keep their families fed and sheltered.
Supplying the workers of those areas with
access to doctors, dentists and education,
and assisting in community programs to help
improve everyone’s living standard is a primary
goal wherever we go.

